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It is generally accept~d(l) that o~e-phonon Raman modes are characterized by zone-center phonons while multiphonon Raman modes reflect the phonon density-of-states near critical points. In either case for a given crystal orientation, the Raman frequency shift is independent of the exciting photon energy. In this Letter we report for the first time .the observation of some Raman modes in Cu 2 o whose frequencies.vary with the exciting lase:r frequency.
We have developed a theory to explain our results quantitatively and sho\m that it is possible t9 obtG.in phonon dispersion and effective mass of the ls We consider the peak Y first because of its comparatively larger cross-section. We notice in' Figure 3 4.
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] /q is the dam. ping of th.e ls exciton with ac (2) momentum q via emission of LA phonons with momentum k, wak = vk.is the LA phonon frequency, v . is the LA phonon velocity and . a is the ab'sorp.tion · . · • constant. In order to compare Eq. (1) with the observed R.l;lman s.pectra we 2 neglect the O(k) termin yac(q,k) and convolute By with the slit function (which is a Gaussian with a haif-width (R.n 2)~ ... 2 cm-1 ) of the spectrometer.
The Raman spectrum is then given by:
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The ·dotted curves in the inserts of Figure will not be discussed here the above value of M is a factor of 2 larger than .
the one deduced from magneto-optica,l absorption · . wl+wo~ wi~ wi+ 3~o 
RAMAN MODES:
--
x and r 12 + r 15
The very weak intensity of the peak x. and its otherwise similarity in behavior to Y suggests that it is a 2r~2 + TA mode •. Using the same calculations as we did for the Y peak, but with a TA phonon velocity = 0. 3-v ... TO-LO splitting was found experimentally to be 8 em while the theoretically , .
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